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C-038-001

Since the SDEIS was published, FHWA and WSDOT have developed a

Preferred Alternative that is similar to Option A, but with a number of

design refinements. Refinements related to transit, including forward

compatibility with future light-rail infrastructure (discussed in Chapter 2 of

the Final EIS), will optimize the role of transit. In the near term, high-

capacity transit in the form of bus rapid transit (BRT) is proposed for the

new HOV lanes when they open, as described in the 2008 SR 520 High-

Capacity Transit Plan. Transit improvements on Montlake Boulevard,

including two-way HOV lanes between the SR 520 interchange and NE

Pacific Street, will also help to optimize the role of transit in the project

area.

Along with the implementation of a toll on the Evergreen Point Bridge,

increased transit reliability throughout the corridor as a result of the HOV

lanes (see section 5.1 of the Final EIS) will contribute to increased

ridership, supporting state, county, and city greenhouse gas emission

reduction goals by reducing greenhouse gas emissions from operation of

the SR 520 corridor compared to the No Build Alternative and existing

conditions. Please see section 5.9 of the Final EIS and the Energy

Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS.)

WSDOT based the greenhouse gas emissions analysis in the Final EIS

on the results of the energy analysis. The energy analysis in the Final

EIS, which satisfies NEPA requirements, provides estimates of

greenhouse gas emissions resulting from construction and operation.

The methodology used to generate the greenhouse gas estimates,

developed by the California Department of Transportation, is widely used

in energy analyses today.

 

C-038-002

Planning for the SR 520 project has always emphasized the movement

of people and goods rather than the movement of vehicles. The project
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purpose statement (page 1-3 of the SDEIS) is “to improve mobility for

people and goods across Lake Washington within the SR 520 corridor

from Seattle to Redmond in a manner that is safe, reliable, and cost-

effective, while avoiding, minimizing, and/or mitigating impacts on

affected neighborhoods and the environment.” For this reason, traffic

analysis for the project has always included estimates of both vehicle-

trips and person-trips in the corridor. Modeling results have consistently

shown that while a 6-lane alternative for SR 520 would not change

vehicle-trips substantially compared to No Build, the number of person-

trips in the corridor would increase because of the greater desirability of

transit and carpooling. Because transit and carpools would not be tolled,

and would travel in an HOV lane that was less congested than the

general-purpose lanes, these modes would become a more attractive

option. Bicycle commuting would also be greatly facilitated by the new

regional bicycle-pedestrian path across the lake.

As noted in the response to comment C-038-001, tolling and the

increased use of transit would result in lower GHG emissions in the

corridor. Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill (ESSB) 6392 directed

WSDOT to work collaboratively with the City of Settle, University of

Washington, regional agencies including King County Metro Transit and

Sound Transit, and other stakeholders to consider design refinements

and transit planning for the Preferred Alternative. The Preferred

Alternative optimizes transit, which effectively increases the movement

of people and goods while reducing greenhouse emissions. Although

compatibility with future light rail has been a design consideration since

the project’s inception, the Preferred Alternative includes additional

features to facilitate the future implementation of light rail in the SR 520

corridor. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS provides more information.

As a result of design refinements following the SDEIS, the Preferred

Alternative has a smaller footprint through the Washington Park

Arboretum than any of the SDEIS options. In addition, as part of its
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charge under ESSB 6392, WSDOT worked collaboratively with the

Arboretum and Botanical Garden Committee to develop the SR 520

Arboretum Mitigation Plan, which includes wetland restoration and

enhancement projects as well as other commitments that help implement

the Arboretum Master Plan. Through collaboration with natural resource

agencies, wetland and aquatic mitigation plans (included in Attachment 9

of the Final EIS) have been developed to avoid, minimize, and mitigate

impacts on wetlands and aquatic habitat; water quality in Lake

Washington will be improved as a result of stormwater treatment

throughout the corridor where none currently exists.

The Preferred Alternative would also improve air quality and reduce

traffic noise compared to No Build. As discussed in section 5.8 of the

Final EIS, both criteria pollutants and air toxics are expected to decrease

with the Preferred Alternative in comparison to No Build due to improved

mobility and reduced VMT in the SR 520 corridor. The Preferred

Alternative also incorporates noise reduction strategies recommended by

an expert review panel, resulting in a substantial reduction in noise levels

in many areas of the corridor without noise walls. Sections 5.7 and 5.8 of

the Final EIS provide information on air quality and noise effects of the

project.

In addition to increasing regional mobility, the Preferred Alternative

would enhances and reconnect communities and landscapes by creating

open space, restoring or creating views, and enhancing bicycle and

pedestrian movement. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS described project

features that would enhance livability.

 

C-038-003

NEPA requires the identification of a Preferred Alternative as part of the

EIS process (see 23 CFR 711.125). This may occur as early as the Draft

EIS; however, to provide full opportunity for public input, WSDOT

typically does not identify a Preferred Alternative until the Final EIS.
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Regardless of the timing of Preferred Alternative designation, the

process is not complete, and identification of an alternative is not final,

until the NEPA Record of Decision is signed by FHWA. As stated in the

SDEIS (page 1-21): “Although the mediation participants, the legislative

workgroup, and other political bodies can provide recommendations, it

remains FHWA’s responsibility under NEPA, and WSDOT’s under

SEPA, to select the final preferred alternative and to ensure that the

environmental review process has evaluated a reasonable range of

alternatives.”

As described in Chapter 1 of the SDEIS and in the Range of Alternatives

and Options Evaluated Report (Attachment 8), an extensive range of

alternatives has been evaluated for this project. Alternative corridors,

technologies (e.g. tubes and tunnels), and travel modes, as well as many

design variations within the existing corridor, were evaluated as part of

the Trans-Lake Washington Study and again after the initiation of NEPA

review in 2000. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS provides additional

information on how alternatives were developed and evaluated, and why

some solutions were determined not to be reasonable alternatives.

In the 2006 Draft EIS, WSDOT studied the No Build Alternative, along

with the 4-lane and 6-lane alternatives. The 2006 Draft EIS

demonstrated that although the 4-lane alternative would improve safety

and reliability, its ability to improve the movement of people and goods

through the corridor would only be marginal. Therefore, FHWA and

WSDOT concluded that the 4-lane alternative did not meet the project

need.  This conclusion was documented in the Draft EIS and confirmed

in the 2010 SDEIS through additional modeling of the 4-Lane Alternative.

Based on the findings of the Draft EIS, Governor Gregoire recommended

that a 6-lane SR 520 would best meet the needs of the regional

transportation system. The Governor’s report, A Path Forward to Action,

cited the greater mobility benefits of the 6-Lane alternative compared to
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the No Build and 4-Lane Alternatives, and its greater consistency with

the project’s purpose and need statement. She also noted the benefit of

the proposed HOV lanes to regional transit service. At the same time,

the Governor observed that more work was needed to minimize impacts

and identify design solutions that would fit the character and needs of

local communities.

Since the 4-Lane Alternative had already been evaluated in the Draft

EIS, and other alternatives had been eliminated as not reasonable

during earlier evaluation, ESSB 6099 (the legislation that created the SR

520 mediation process) limited the participants to developing 6-lane

solutions. Because of the previous analyses that had taken place, the

passage of ESSB 6099 and ESHB 3096 did not artificially constrain or

restrict WSDOT’s investigation of additional design alternatives. By the

time ESSB 6099 passed in 2007, WSDOT had already concluded,

through study of a number of design alternatives, that a 6-lane

alternative would best meet the project purpose and need. The 4-lane

and 8-lane alternatives did not meet the purpose and need and were not

reasonable alternative as defined by NEPA. Consequently, WSDOT

continued to study design variations on a 6-lane alternative. The

Preferred Alternative, as described above and in the Final EIS, is

consistent with the City of Seattle’s recommendations for the west side

landing and interchange as determined through the efforts of the ESSB

6392 workgroup.

In developing alternatives and forecasting future travel demand, WSDOT

has consistently used the most current available data and models from

the Puget Sound Regional Council. PSRC’s data reflects the adopted

land use and transportation plans of all regional jurisdictions, and is the

only established basis for estimating future demand. Consideration of

alternative scenarios for economic and traffic growth is appropriate at a

regional level, not at the level of individual projects that improve existing

facilities in support of adopted plans. WSDOT’s approach to identifying
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future transportation needs in the corridor is consistent with NEPA,

SEPA, and regional and local planning requirements, including the

Washington State Growth Management Act.

 

C-038-004

Please see the response to comment C-038-002. The project’s purpose

statement, quoted in that response, focuses on mobility rather than

congestion reduction. As described in the response, person-trips in the

corridor with the project would increase to a greater degree than vehicle-

trips, maximizing the efficiency of the system as a result of greater use of

transit and carpooling. This result would be brought about partly by

tolling and partly by the enhanced travel time savings and reliability

afforded to transit and carpools using the HOV lanes. The ESSB 6392

workgroup process developed recommendations to improve bicycle and

pedestrian environments near the corridor and identified priority

treatments for transit in the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project vicinity.

Through these improvements, the project would expand mobility options

and reduce VMT and GHG emissions in the corridor.

Given its purpose of enhancing mobility and its location in an urban

setting that is already densely populated, the SR 520, I-5 to Medina

project does not include provisions for transit-oriented development.

Such activities are outside the project’s scope. However, WSDOT has

collaborated extensively with Sound Transit, King County Metro, and

Sound Transit in their development of the Montlake Multimodal Center,

which is discussed in the Final EIS and described in more detail in the

2008 SR 520 High-Capacity Transit Plan.

As noted in the response to comment C-038-001 and 002, the project

would improve air quality and reduce noise compared to No Build. It is

consistent with the recommendations of the SR 520 Health Impact

Assessment prepared by King County Public Health and the Puget

Sound Clean Air Agency in 2008. Because the Preferred Alternative has
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lower impacts in almost all environmental disciplines than any other

alternative that meets the project purpose and need, it is identified in the

Final EIS as the environmentally preferable alternative.

 

C-038-005

As explained on page 1-37 of the SDEIS, the SR 520 Variable Tolling

Project will implement tolling on SR 520 in 2011 for the primary purpose

of managing traffic congestion. This toll would remain in place until the

construction of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project, and would then be

replaced with new tolls adopted by the Transportation Commission to

provide project funding in accordance with the financing plan. Although

the state Legislature has authorized allocation of revenues from the

Variable Tolling Project to fund the SR 520 Pontoon Construction Project

and the SR 520, Medina to SR 202: Eastside Transit and HOV Project,

the toll would be removed when the bonds for those projects are repaid,

which is expected to be before 2030. Therefore, if the SR 520, I-5 to

Medina project were not built, there would be no toll in effect in 2030,

which is the year used to compare the No Build Alternative and the Build

alternatives. This is why the baseline No Build Alternative assumption is

that the SR 520 corridor would not be tolled.

WSDOT and FHWA recognize the possibility that the Legislature might

choose to extend the duration of variable tolling for congestion

management purposes, even if the I-5 to Medina project were not

implemented. Additionally, discussions of tolling are taking place at a

regional level. Accordingly, WSDOT performed a sensitivity analysis to

understand how traffic modeling results for the SR 520, I-5 to Medina

project might differ if the No Build Alternative were tolled. This analysis

showed that transit and HOV use would increase with a tolled No Build,

but only by about half as much as they would under the Preferred

Alternative. It also showed that the tolled No Build Alternative would

move about 10,000 fewer people each day through the SR 520 corridor

than the untolled No Build, and about 20,000 fewer people than the
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Preferred Alternative. In other words, the mobility benefits of the

Preferred Alternative are even greater when compared to a tolled No

Build Alternative than they are compared to the untolled No Build used

for the EIS analysis. The sensitivity analysis is summarized in more

detail in Section 5.1 of the Final EIS.

As described in the SDEIS, Engrossed Substitute House Bill (ESHB)

2211 established a Tolling Implementation Committee, which evaluated

ten different approaches to tolling SR 520 and I-90. The committee

submitted its findings to the legislature and the Governor on January 28,

2009, including those for a potential tolling of I-90.Ultimately, the

Washington State Legislature decided to implement tolls only on SR

520.However, ESHB 2211 does contain language allowing the tolling

policy to be reconsidered if there are significant effects on nearby

transportation facilities. Traffic analysis completed for the Final EIS does

not show substantial diversion from SR 520 to I-90 in the design year,

primarily because improved transit choices would be available on both

routes through the startup of East Link on I-90 and the improved transit

mobility provided by the SR 520 HOV lanes. While future region-wide

tolling is being contemplated as part of PSRC’s Transportation 2040

plan, there are no implementation steps in place that would make tolling

on I-90, or any other currently untolled routes in the region, a reasonable

and foreseeable action.

By law, tolls collected from SR 520 users, including both tolling of the

existing bridge under ESSB 2211 and tolling following completion of the

new bridge can be used only for SR 520 improvements, operations, and

maintenance. Redirecting tolling revenue to support transit service would

require legislative changes that are unlikely in the foreseeable future.

However, the inclusion of HOV lanes and the project’s forward

compatibility with light-rail infrastructure will support transit optimization

in the SR 520 corridor.
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C-038-006

The Final EIS acknowledges Lake Washington Boulevard as a separate

NRHP-eligible historic resource and a designated park boulevard.

The Washington State Department of Archaeology and Historic

Preservation concurred with the boulevard’s NRHP eligibility in August

2010.

The Preferred Alternative would reduce effects on the Washington Park

Arboretum compared to previously studied design options in a number of

ways. First, it would remove the existing Lake Washington Boulevard

eastbound on-ramp and westbound off-ramp and the R.H. Thomson

Expressway ramps. Access to Lake Washington Boulevard by

westbound SR 520 traffic would be moved to a new intersection located

on the Montlake Boulevard at 24th Avenue East lid. The resulting access

changes would reduce traffic volumes on Lake Washington Boulevard in

comparison to the No Build Alternative.

The Preferred Alternative would also reduce SR 520’s footprint through

the Arboretum and over Foster Island compared to the SDEIS options.

The Preferred Alternative includes a narrow footprint across Foster

Island, with reduced right-of-way acquisition in the Arboretum compared

to the SDEIS options (and compared to any 6-lane design option studied

in the Draft EIS). In-water impacts of structures have been reduced to

the maximum extent feasible through extensive consultation with natural

resource agencies (see Chapter 1 of the Final EIS for details). The

project includes the installation of facilities to collect and treat stormwater

runoff using best management practices approved by the Washington

State Department of Ecology. No detention ponds are proposed.

Following the identification of the Preferred Alternative, WSDOT worked

extensively with the Arboretum and Botanical Garden Committee

(ABGC) on the SR 520 Arboretum Mitigation Plan, as discussed in the
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response to comment C-038-002. The Arboretum Foundation, as a

member of the ABGC, participated in developing the plan and concurred

with its recommendations.

 

C-038-007

The Preferred Alternative includes a number of context-sensitive design

components.

Lane and shoulder widths throughout the corridor have been reduced to

the extent allowable for protection of driver safety. In response to

community suggestions, the SR 520 corridor between I-5 and the

Montlake interchange would have a posted speed limit of 45 miles per

hour and would operate as a boulevard or parkway. To support the

boulevard concept, the width of the inside shoulders in this section of SR

520 would be narrowed from 4 feet to 2 feet, and the width of the outside

shoulders would be reduced from 10 feet to 8 feet. The 10-foot outside

and 4-foot inside shoulders in the remainder of the corridor are the

smallest that FHWA will allow.

The Evergreen Point Bridge would be rebuilt in compliance with all

current design standards. As a result of comments on the SDEIS, the

height of the bridge above the water has been lowered compared to the

Draft EIS and SDEIS designs to reduce visual effects. At midspan, the

floating bridge would now be approximately 20 feet above the water,

which is approximately 10 feet above its existing height. At this height,

the bridge deck would not be susceptible to water splash from wind

storms. Aesthetic design for the bridge (and the corridor as a whole) will

be developed in coordination with affected communities and the Seattle

Design Commission. Four-foot concrete traffic barriers with noise-

absorptive coating would be used throughout the corridor, contributing to

noise reduction compared to the No Build Alternative.

As discussed in the response to comment C-038-006, WSDOT analyzed
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a number of roadway profiles and configurations to determine the design

that would have least negative effects. This has reduced the project’s

width and bulk to the extent compatible with meeting the purpose and

need. Once completed, the Preferred Alternative would improve

greenhouse gas emissions, air quality, and noise effects in the corridor

compared to the No Build Alternative.

As discussed in the response to comment C-038-002, the ESSB 6392

workgroup considered design refinements and transit planning for the

Preferred Alternative. The ESSB 6392: Design Refinements and Transit

Connections Workgroup Recommendations Report (Attachment 16 to

the Final EIS) recommends design improvements that include priority

intersection movements for transit on Montlake Boulevard, as well as a

variety of traffic calming measures.

The ESSB 6392 workgroup considered priority treatments for transit in

the project area and the Montlake corridor. The workgroup process

resulted in a number of recommendations for improving transit speed

and reliability between East Roanoke Street and the Montlake

Multimodal Center. Furthermore, since the SDEIS was published,

WSDOT has evaluated transit signal priority within the Montlake

interchange area, in collaboration with the City of Seattle, King County

Metro Transit, and Sound Transit. New traffic signal controller equipment

would be compatible with transit signal priority equipment where it is

currently provided:  

NE Pacific Place/Montlake Boulevard NE•

Montlake Boulevard NE northbound at East Shelby Street•

Existing transit queue jump lanes on NE Pacific Place eastbound (also

for 3+HOV) and Montlake Boulevard southbound would be retained.

Traffic signal controllers with the capability to include transit signal
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priority would also be provided at:

Montlake Boulevard NE southbound at East Shelby Street•

Montlake Boulevard NE/HOV Direct Access road•

NE 24th/HOV Direct Access road•

WSDOT has committed to fund traffic calming measures along Lake

Washington Boulevard and to work with the Seattle Department of

Transportation on additional measures to manage traffic in the

Washington Park Arboretum. More details are provided in the SR 520

Arboretum Mitigation Plan (Attachment 9 to the Final EIS).

 

C-038-008

WSDOT developed the transit elements of the Preferred Alternative

through collaborative coordination with King County Metro Transit,

Sound Transit, Seattle Department of Transportation, and University of

Washington. Although the Preferred Alternative removes the Montlake

Freeway Transit Station, transit connectivity is improved on the Montlake

lid with additional bus stops and enhanced access between

neighborhoods and to the Eastside. Along with improved transit

connections, the lid will also enhance bicycle and pedestrian movement.

The workgroup made specific design recommendations to facilitate an

adequate level of midday service between the University of Washington

and Montlake and the Eastside. With the addition of service between the

University District and Eastside destinations, riders would have a similar

quality of service during peak periods as they do today. Since, SR 520

bus service in the Montlake interchange area would be reduced during

the off-peak period in current plans, transit riders would have reduced

cross-lake bus availability. During the off-peak, buses traveling between

Downtown Seattle and the Eastside could exist at Montlake Boulevard to

serve the new stops on the lid. Transit riders will also have new options

due to light rail between the future Montlake Multimodal Center (currently
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Montlake Triangle) and downtown Seattle.

Please see Chapter 8 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) for updated information regarding the

effects of removing the Montlake Freeway Transit Station, and the

subsequent transit facilities, rider connections, and bus stops on the

Montlake lid.

 

C-038-009

Over the past decade, WSDOT has investigated a number of

alternatives for the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project, ranging in design from

an 8-lane alternative to a 4-lane alternative. In 2010, based on public

comment regarding a transit-optimized 4-lane alternative or a 4-lane

alternative with tolling for congestion management, WSDOT evaluated

these potential alternatives using an updated traffic model. The results

showed that these alternatives would provide substantially lower mobility

benefits than the 6-Lane Alternative for both general-purpose traffic and

transit.  These design options are also not feasible and prudent

alternatives under Section 4(f).  Therefore, the 4-lane concepts were

eliminated from further study. Section 2.4 of the Final EIS discusses why

these alternatives are not being studied further for the SR 520, I-5 to

Medina project. 

 

C-038-010

The decision to locate Sound Transit’s initial east-west light rail transit

corridor on I-90 rather than SR 520 has been made through extensive

regional deliberation. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the history of

regional decision making on east-west mass transit routes, which began

in 1967 when the Comprehensive Public Transportation Plan for the

Seattle Metropolitan Area identified a rail corridor from Seattle to

Bellevue and Redmond on I-90. Subsequent studies and agreements

over the next 40 years have all continued to identify I-90 as the preferred

rail transit corridor, with predicted ridership similar to or more than SR
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520 and with substantially lower costs and environmental effects. 

Since the Trans-Lake Washington Project alternatives analysis

determined in 2003 that light rail would not be an initial component of the

SR 520 corridor, WSDOT has worked with Sound Transit to design the

corridor for future rail compatibility. The April 2010 Nelson/Nygaard

report identified several changes to the SDEIS options that were

believed to be necessary to “meet the mayor’s goal of an SR 520 bridge

that is readily convertible to rail.” Although WSDOT believed that the

design had already achieved this goal, it continued to work with the City

of Seattle and Sound Transit to identify changes that would enhance the

corridor’s rail compatibility. The Preferred Alternative reflects these

design changes. As discussed in Chapter 2 of the Final EIS, the

Preferred Alternative is compatible with two future rail options:

Option 1: Convert the HOV/transit lanes to light rail. This approach

would accommodate light rail by converting the HOV lanes to

exclusive rail use. Trains would use the direct-access ramps at

Montlake Boulevard to exit, or they could use a 40-foot gap between

the northbound and southbound lanes of the west approach to make

a more direct connection to the University Link station at Husky

Stadium.

•

Option 2: Add light-rail-only lanes. This approach could provide

several connections—via a high bridge, a drawbridge, or a tunnel,

as suggested in the Nelson/Nygaard report—to the University Link

station.

•

Both approaches would require supplemental floating bridge pontoons to

support the additional weight of light rail if the regional decision to

implement light rail were made and funded. Such a decision would need

to be planned and programmed by regional land use and transit

agencies, funded by a public vote, and evaluated in its own

environmental analysis. 
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The Preferred Alternative is consistent with the comment’s suggestions

regarding accommodation of future light rail. Features of the project that

support future light rail include:

HOV lanes capable of carrying future light rail trains if supplemental

stability pontoons are added(the modular design of the pontoons

makes this feasible without major retrofit)

•

Flexibility to accommodate a phased HCT approach, with BRT

recommended for initial implementation when the new structure

opens and the potential for conversion to light rail when plans and

finances are identified and ready

•

Eastbound and westbound lanes of west approach bridge separated

for light rail alignment to drop below or rise above the highway to

connect with the UW light rail station

•

Overall width minimized to the extent consistent with maintaining

mobility in the corridor

•

Bike/pedestrian path width consistent with applicable standards•

Because construction of a light rail line across SR 520 is not reasonably

foreseeable under current regional planning and is not part of the

proposed action for the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project, it is not evaluated

in the project’s EIS. However, the Preferred Alternative’s features to

accommodate future rail transit support continued regional planning for

rail as a long-term transportation option in the corridor.

 

C-038-011

A number of design refinements in the Preferred Alternative are

consistent with the suggestions provided in the comment. They include:

The Preferred Alternative would remove the Lake Washington

Boulevard ramps. Although traffic would still be able to move

between Lake Washington Boulevard and SR 520, the change in

•
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access would reduce vehicle trips through the Arboretum compared

to No Build.

As a result of coordinated planning efforts and the ESSB 6392

workgroup process, transit connectivity will be enhanced on the

Montlake lid.  One of the design modifications at the Montlake transit

stop will allow off-peak SR 520 buses to exit to Montlake Boulevard

and provide similar service as the existing freeway transit stop.

•

Context-sensitive design has been applied through the corridor. The

Preferred Alternative reduces overall right-of-way needs (including

acquisition of park lands) compared to the SDEIS options and

incorporates innovative measures to reduce noise.

•

The Preferred Alternative includes one HOV lane in each direction

on SR 520, along with new HOV lanes on Montlake Boulevard. The

traffic analysis assumed that the HOV lane would be designated for

use by transit and carpools with 3 or more people.  This occupancy

requirement would keep the carpool traffic volume relatively low so

that transit travel time and reliability would not be impeded. Traffic

operations in the SR 520 HOV lanes would provide similarly

improved travel times and reliability for transit whether the lanes are

dedicated for transit or also allow carpool use for vehicles with 3 or

more people.

•

The Preferred Alternative would optimize future compatibility with

light-rail transit.

•

See the response to Comment C-038-005 regarding the sensitivity

analysis that WSDOT performed for a tolled No Build scenario.
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